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ity oj Forestry, Higher Education Area 6. Agricultural scien.e, ,nd
ry Medicine; Professional direction 6.1 plint breeding: scientific/ "soil science", determined according to order No. RD-16-

03.2024 of the Rector of the Agricultural university - plovdiv as a
r of the scientific jury

candidate participated in the competition for the academic position
Professor" announced for the needs of the Department ot

emistry and soil science" at the Agricultural University - plovdiv.
ruments have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the
and the regulations for the apprication of the law in AU - plovdiv.

1. Brief introduction of the candidate.
c Assistant Dr. Mladen Almaliev was born on March 19, 1976 in the city

. During the period 2004-2008, he was a student at the Agricultural
in Plovdiv with the acquired qualification of Bachelor of n-gronomy,

the
with the qualification of Agronomist in Viticulture and ttorticutture. in

2008-2010, he studied for a master's degree in "Tourism
ent" and obtained a master's degree at the Faculty of Economics at

, and from 2011to2013 he was a doctoral student in the Department
and soil science at AU. From 15.09.2014, after obtaining the

degree in the scientific speciarty "Agrochemistry", he was appointed
with a bor contract as an assistant to the department, and since 201b'he has
been a

AU-P
of Ao

the
to
of

)hiefAssistant" (9 years and 4 months). As a teacher, the candidate in
line "soil science", ch. As. prof. Almaliev has worked in areas relevant

:e: "Evaluation of agricultural lands", "Technologies for the restoration
ged soils and terrains", "Problem soirs and chemical amelioration of

eneral description of the scientific production
repare the opinion, 38 works are subject to anatysis.
e competition for'Associate professor", Ch. assistant professor Dr.

distributed byliev has attached 46 publications to the documents.

acidic saline soils". He has an excellent command of the English language.

2.
To
ln

Mladen
groups

{. publications on the nomenclature specialty are divided into 6



su bject to con side ration ;

with scientific information - 10 issues ('indica(or B3). Two of the artictes
were published in journals with euaftite, e3 (83_g _ SJR 0.25 and BA-g _
SJR 0 29). One articte is in e4 (BS-10, tF _ Ob The requiretd number ofpoints for this group is 100, and the assrocrafe professor'""ndiAub has atotal of 139.5 points for the evaluation <>f this group of publications. This
result shows that the minimum required ias a re-ouirement for aiquiring theacademic position'Assocr,afe professor,, in qi?Asng, rrizCAsRB andthe rules of AU is covered.

the candidate for the award of the E:SD (Educational and Scientific
Degree) "Doctor,, (indicator G6).

scientific information - 8 issue s, (indicator G 7), which gain iii points.

collective volumes are 19. 74.54 points; iere cottected from it and are
included in indicator Gg).

The candidafe scores 242.54 points from alt grpups of puhtications out of
the 200 points required to meet the requ,iremehts.

The personal participation of Ch. Mladen pavlov Alnlaliev, assir;tant professor,
in the mentioned 38 publications is illustrate6 lry the fict that 6 are independent,
in 8 he is the first author, in 3 he is the second, and in the remaining ti he is the
third and next author.

fh" papers and reports have been purblishgd in journals and in
Proceedings
Scientific papers series A. Agronomy-University of Agronomic Science and
Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest Faculty of Agriculture - 9 issues, Agricuttural
Science and Technology - 3 issues, Stientifiro worli - Agriculture U-niversity-
Plovdiv - 3 issues, Bulgarian Journal of Agricultgrral Science - 1 issue ,Agriculture & Forestry - 1 issue, Agnonomy Risearoh - 1 issue, lnternational
Journal of Research in Agriculture and Forestr'/ - 1 i$sue, Agricuiture & Food -
3 issues,
15 works were published in in proceedings, reported at conferences (7 nationat
with international participation and g inteinational).
ln the 38 publications subject to review, ther personal participation of Ch.
Assistant Professor Mladen Almaliev has 6 independpnt publications, in g he is
the first author, in 3 he is the second, and inr'21 issues he is the third and
subsequent author.



3. Teaching activity
The teaching experience of Chief. Ass,ociate professor Mladen pavlov

Almaliev, Ph.D., studied only at the Deparlrrnent of Agrochu;i.iy and soilpgjelce at the Agricultural University in Plovdiv. He has conduc;ted exercises tofull-time and parl-time students fiom EQD (Educational and euatificationDegree) Bachelor and EeD Master.

.For the period 2018-2023, the candidate for Assoc. prof. Dr. Almaliev hasconducted a total of 2889.45 hours.
Ch. Associate Professor Mladen Pavlov,Almaliev was the supervisor of 9graduate students, and currently h-e js the supervisor of anothei 6 graduate

students. The teaching activity of the canclidate is comptemented- by theguidance of successfully defended graduates.

4. Scientific research activity
Areas of publication.
Chief Assist. Prof. Mladen Pavlov Almaliev, Ph.D., works and publishes the

results of his research activities in the following; areas:
Research related to Land evaluation, 'with the stocking of soils with

nutrients, determination of soil acidity, determination of fertilizeF norrs, results
in experiments with foliar fertilization, as well as norrns for liming acidic soits.

A large part of the studies are tt>o complelx and concern the determination
of the s_uitability of terrains in different regions; of the country (Eilena, Radomir,
Aytos, Archar, Chirpan, Kavarna, etc.) forlreating and growing'"ine pl"ntations,
fruit and berry crops. A large proportion of the siudier are relibd to the acidity
of the soil and its correction through the applic;ation of ameliorants. The export
and content of Ca 9nd Mg in grapes and their iaccumulation in the foliage were
monitored. Detailed studies have led to results that play a major role in the taste
characteristics of the same variety of vines grown under differr:nt soil-climatic
conditions. In the..end,- the totality of all faCklrs of growth and development
determine the quality of the final product - the wine.

The planned field experiments and the planned agrotechnical activity, as
well as the analyzes to follow up the results, were planned ernd carried out
methodically correctly. An in-depth cjiscussion at a high scientific level of the
obtained results was conducted. In addition to the funlamental importance of
the research carried out, reflected in the publications, they lhave a certain
practical meaning and application.'This is rerflected in 15 original scientific-
theoretical and scientific-applied contributions, which are ailached to the
prepared reference, which I accept.

Citation of scientific prod uction.
The presented citations are 6 (without srelf-sllslions), of rruhich 4 are in

scientific publications, referenced and indexed in world-famous databases with
scientific information (Scopus and Web of science), 2 in non-relfereed journals
with scientific review.

The required number of points is 50, andl the submitted
points.There are 30 citations in secondary literarry sources.

materials got 70
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Participation i n scientific projects.
Participation in a certain number of projects is not required for awarding theacademic position "Associate Professori, but Chief Assistant professor MladenPavlov Almaliev presented 1 1 scientific projects - 7 of them 

""r 
irpr"rentationprojects, 1 - scientific and re$earch atAU-Piovdiv, 2 attheFaculty of Agricuttureat rhrace University - st' Za$ora and 1 in an international project it the'scientific

Research Fund.

5. Notes and recommdndations
What is striking is that the contributions are written too much in detail. Thedetails are in the articles and contributions can be formulated more briefly.Comprehensive studies on the conditions for growing vines and perennials arepresent, but there is no trace of studies-on growing vigetables, especially sincethe Thracian Lowland region is one of thJ large-st producers. Farmers wouldprobably be interested in suqh research.

6. Conclusion
Based on the analysis. of the pe!agogical, scientific and scientifi+applied activity
of the candidate, I believe th4t Ch. A;sistant Professor Mladerr pavlov Almaliev,
Te9!s the requirements and the Regulation of the Development of the Academic
Staff in the Republic of 

. 
Bulga.ria Act and the Regulations of the Agricultural

University for its application. The candidate particifiates in ther .,orp"ition witha sufficient volume of matBrials published in our and foneign'specialized
publications and meet the Ecientific metrical requirements foriccupying the
academic position. Scientific research is up-to-date, methodicall'y sustained and
conducted at a high level. The obtained results are well interpri:ted, fresentedin tabular and graphicalform and well illustratecj. In a word - work has been done
i1 ognfn by using and applyir'lg modern scientific methods and archievements in
the field of soil science, in which agrochemistry has a large share.
All this gives me reason to positively evaluate 

-his 
overall-activity.

I take the liberty 9f proposing to the honorable Scientific Jtuny to also vote
positively, and the.Faculty Council of the Faculty of Agriculture at ihe ngiicutturat
University - Plovdiv to elect Chiet Assistant protessJr Mladen pavlov-Almaliev,
PhD, as "Associate Professor" in the scientifiic specialty "Soiil lScience"

Date: 2410412024
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